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There’s a song from Les Miserables called “One More Day”, and I could swear I heard Mr 

Peverley singing it last Friday! It would be remiss of us if we did not pay tribute to James 

Peverley’s massive effort for SACS Hockey over the past few years. He has been the 

powerhouse behind all that happens hockey-wise at SACS, and we owe him a huge debt of 

gratitude. To his wife, Robyn, and the two children, you can have him back now (for a 

while)… enjoy! 

Yes, it is the end of a loooong season, starting in Term 1 with training for the holiday tours. 

But what a wonderful season! There is far too much to put down here, but the school 

magazine will have reviews of each team’s season. However, there is one coach in 

particular who must be very relieved. The problem with being unbeaten is that every match 

could be that match where it goes wrong. I think we perhaps underestimate the pressure 

that has been on the U16A and, to a slightly lesser extent, the U14A. Look at the U16A stats: 

 

A 2-2 draw in the final game did not ease things! To a now-grey-haired Sam Holmes and his 

team, heartiest congratulations! 

To Pierre le Roux and the mighty U14A, who only lost one match in the entire season, also 

huge congratulations! The loss came against Jeppe in a pre-season match. Oh for a re-

match! 

Mention must be made of the U16A in the Top 16 National Tournament at Paarl Gym. The 

team played 7 and won 7, against the best that the country has to offer. Wonderful! - This 

team will sadly be split up as some become U19 players and some remain U16 for a while, 

but the future of SACS Hockey looks very bright. 
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To Bootlegger (and Heleen Mills in particular), a big thank you for your sponsorship and 

cups of delicious hockey on cold Friday evenings. Your support is very much appreciated. 

To the First Aiders who have spent hundreds of hours looking after boys from all schools, 

and working the scoreboard, a big thank you. We would not be allowed to play without 

your presence, yes, but you have added so much more. To Mrs Parker and your staff and 

pupil team, grateful thanks. 

Lastly, to the parents. You can now sleep in a little bit: no more pre-dawn practices! To all 

of you, thank you for your loyal support, both at the astro and behind the scenes. Your 

support has been invaluable. Rest well and see you next year! 

 

Below are the match reports for the Wynberg matches: (photos are not necessarily linked 

to the reports) 

1st Team: 

For many of the Matrics this final game against Wynberg becomes a game of 

emotion. There is the feeling that it is the end of journey together, with many 

boys not only having played and toured together for 12 years, but will have 

played against and on some occasions toured with the Wynberg boys for 12 

years.  

 



However, the boys did well to put the emotion out of their minds and came 

out to the game really strongly. They dominated the Wynberg team in terms 

of possession and were really skilful in getting the ball back off them with well-

managed presses and considered tackling.  

 

The Wynberg team were dogged in defence and although Wynberg didn’t 

have a 23 entry for the entire third quarter, which demonstrated the superiority 

of possession that SACS enjoyed, we were unable to find a way to get the ball 

into the net. A similar pattern was throughout the final quarter as well, although 

in the final 5 minutes Wynberg did try to make numerical advantage from 

some discipline cards count, but ultimately they were also short of putting the 

ball away.  

 

With the final score 0-0, it felt like a loss but, on reflection, that sums up the 

SACS season - great defence, sublime build up play, but just unable to get the 

ball into the goal enough times.  

 

My thanks go to Bootlegger Coffee Company, who sponsored the playing kit. 

The team always looked as well as they played. To come second in the league 

and to win the International Tournament is a fantastic achievement for any 

team in that we are in the strongest hockey area in the country.  

 

Thanks also to Mr Gregg Clark who gave great technical and tactical advice 

to me and the team. I hope the boys realise how lucky they are to have the 

level of input they received. But mostly, thanks to the player who have been 

training since the heat of January to the cold and wet of August. The 

dedication and determination they have shown has been brilliant, their 

attitude and openness to bettering themselves has also been good. They 

should be rightfully proud of what they have done for SACS hockey. Well done 

all!  

 

 
                 (Photo: James Peverley) 



2nd Team: 

The team were very excited about the final fixture of the season, especially as 

we were fortunate enough to play it at SACS. The match started off with a high 

tempo and that was how the rest of the match was contested. After goal 

mouth activity at both ends of the field, Ethan Abrahams scored a good goal 

after we had a good build up phase of play down our left side of the field. The 

celebration of the team showed what significance the goal had for the team.   

Closer to half time, Wynberg finished off a good part of play and equalised. 

The second half was an exciting affair. As the time was ticking away, the room 

for errors got less. Some creative midfield plays suddenly opened the play and, 

after some very good running lines, Adam Arends beat the keeper and we 

were in the lead again. But Wynberg were not going to give up the match 

that easily.  

Wynberg scored and the scores were even again. We kept on pressing for a 

victory and created some very good opportunities, but it was not to be. All 

round, the team played some exciting hockey and it was a fitting way to end 

off a very long and successful season. Thanks to the team and all their efforts. 

It will be a season that will be remembered for a long time.      

3rd Team: 

"What a way to end of the season!" I've been this told more than once this past 

weekend. Our 0-0 draw with Wynberg the first time round was a rather scrappy 

affair with the Wynberg ill-discipline encouraging scuffles rather than good 

hockey. This left a bad-taste in our mouths and the Thirsty Thirds were very keen 

to show their opposition that the draw was a lucky escape.  

 

The match started well, with the SACS men calming their nerves by passing the 

ball carefully. Our team-talk had been focussed on the idea that there were 

no more stick-skills to learn, or tactics to be taught. The main aim was to 

really think about what you were about to do and to concentrate on each 

pass and each stop. From there each boy's instinct would allow our tactics to 

play out as we've so often practised.  

 

We commanded possession, with Wynberg turning over the odd stray pass. 

We pressed them at the back into rushed passes and hopeful counter-attacks, 

their goal keeper being the only thing between us and many more goals in 

the first half. Amjad Khan stopped anything coming from Wynberg's right hand 

side, showing once again what a solid defender he has been. Twice we were 

awarded a penalty-flick in the first half for a ball being stopped by a 

defender's foot on the goal line. Captain Michael Willig slotted each with 

precision to make it 2-0 at half time.  

 



  

  

  
 

The second half saw a few more chances at goal whizz past each upright and 

bounce off the Wynberg goalie's pads. Thomas Neff had a composed match 

and was unlucky not to get on the score card. I sent Harrison Fowles up front 

to try and finish the job. He kindly obliged by finishing a lovely passing move. 

The ball started on the left side of the field and made its way to the right as 

Michael Willig, Nick Findlay and Ben Shirk created space and used the trough 

in midfield. Riley Parker played a superb game at right link and passed the ball 

onto the wing. From here a cross was played into the box and Harrison finished 

well. I felt in this game players understood their roles and moved off the ball 



very well. This takes a lot of discipline as the mindset must shift from always 

wanting to be involved, to creating space for others. Most notably, Liam 

Gildenhuys ran himself ragged on both the wing and link, having a superb 

game for the second week in a row. Bevan Alperstein used his speed to 

constantly hassle his opposite number and finishes the week with two sporting 

wins.    

 

I've loved every moment with these gents and they did SACS proud by 

showing the depth of the standard of hockey coming through the age groups. 

The Matrics and Grade 11s had a respectful and fun vibe throughout the 

season. This has made each weekend a match to remember as we've come 

out stronger having had a win or a loss.  

 

 
 

4th Team 

Our last match of the 2019 season is, as always, against our old rivals Wynberg 

BHS. 

We were fortunate to have this match on our own Brewery Astro, even though 

this was an away fixture, due to construction taking place at Wynberg. 

The team was really focussed and up for the challenge. This always seems to 

be the case as many Matrics played their last match for the school. We 



dominated proceedings early on and were kept at bay by some good work 

from the opposition keeper. Also, many of our attempts were straight at him!  

Eventually Matthew Klusener converted a good cross from Daniel Smith from 

the baseline.  

Shortly afterwards we scored a superb goal in a three-pass move from Zack 

Lewis at the back, to Daniel Smith at right link, who made some yards and 

slipped a sublime through-ball to Dylan Fourie who finished superbly by slipping 

the ball into the net past the keeper’s left foot. A wonderful goal. 2 – 0 at half 

time. 

In the second half we continued to dominate and Christopher Naidoo only 

had to make one very good save from close quarters. He has definitely been 

our stand-out player of the season. We had many unconverted opportunities 

and eventually Keiran Horsford scored from a well-executed drag-flick from a 

penalty corner. 

The final score was 3 – 0 to SACS 4ths in what was definitely our best game of 

the season. Well done and thank you to all the team members for their efforts 

through the season.  

5th Team: 

The SACS U19Es concluded their season on Saturday against one of their fierce 

rivals, Wynberg Boys High School. Coming off the back of a very promising 

season, the boys wanted to conclude their season with a win.  

 

SACS started the game on a strong foot with boys dominating the early stages 

of play. Unfortunately for SACS they could not convert any of their 

opportunities as their transitional play in the final third was lacking. Fortunately 

for the boys their determination and hard work was rewarded with a goal by 

Ben Rootman, a smart finish from top D into the bottom corner.  

 

Wynberg pushed SACS in the second half with consecutive attacks of their 

own. SACS struggled to deal with the pace of their attacks and eventually 

surrendered their lead. But SACS did not give up and, in the final minutes of 

the season, Ben Rootman stepped up and scored his second of the game with 

another well-taken goal. This resulted in the final score being 2-1 to SACS, 

capping off a very fun and exciting season for the boys.  

 

U16A: 

Our last game of the season started disastrously as Wynberg scored two 

unbelievable goals in the first half. We went into half time literally stunned - we 



had only ever gone a goal down once in the season and now we were 2-0 

down against our fiercest rivals.  

 

The halftime score was a true reflection of the game at the time, as we 

struggled to have any meaningful possession, get D entries, and remain 

composed in the face of the onslaught.  

 

Thankfully we pitched up in the second half and started making headway, 

patching together good passages of play that saw us earn a handful of short 

corners. Our short-corner success has been a cornerstone of the team’s overall 

success and we were able to continue our great form as Jurgen Versveld aka 

Matt was able to deflect a slip flick from Matthew May that rocketed into the 

goal.  

 

From here we capitalized on the momentum as the ever-reliable Damian Knott 

stepped up and slotted home a slick drag flick to take us level. The last 10 

minutes saw sheer panic from both teams as either side could have scored a 

late goal. But after all the huff and puff, drama and great hockey, the game 

ended in a 2-2 draw.  

 

This was probably a fair reflection of the game and it was fitting that, after so 

much hard work put in by the boys, that we ended our season undefeated!   

 

I could not be prouder of what this team has achieved on the field this season 

and to see them grow into fine young men has possibly been more rewarding 

than our success on the pitch. Thanks must also go to the parents for their 

unconditional support at games, on tour and everything in between. What a 

season of hockey. Onto the next!  

 

 



U16B: 

The boys came out on Saturday morning, excited for the last game of the 

season. Things did not go according to plan as the boys went down early in 

the first half. This did not, however, stop the boys who gave it their all to try and 

tackle the giant goal keeper that Wynberg had set up in the goals. 

Unfortunately the boys conceded another two goals which left the game at 

3-0, the biggest defeat for the boys all season. 

 

This being said, this result cannot take away all the hard work and dedication 

these young lads put in over the season. Apart from the last result, the SACS 

u16B side has beaten every other school who set foot on the same park as us. 

It was an absolute pleasure to watch the boys grow and thrive throughout the 

season. Well-done and keep it up BOYS!! 
 

U16C: 

The SACS u16C had a much better outing against Wynberg over the weekend 

with the match ending in a 2-2 draw. This was a great turnaround from term 2 

which SACS lost 4-2. The boys had found the determination that they had been 

lacking over the last 5 weeks and attacked and defended well throughout 

the match. SACS created many opportunities to score and snatch a win, but 

Wynberg were just as formidable as SACS on defence and they made it very 

hard for SACS to get a last goal in.  

I would like to congratulate the u16C team on a great season. There were 

many challenges throughout the season with quite a number of injuries, illness 

and other sports that often clashed with practise and match times. However, 

this didn’t stop the boys from trying hard and enjoying themselves each and 

every week of the hockey season. 

 



 

U16D: 

We had an enjoyable last match against Wynberg on Friday afternoon on 

their home turf. It was a very competitive game that we unfortunately lost. 

 

The first half saw a good running game with the ball frequently moving from 

one side of the field to the other. For us Mpho Ndlovu made many good runs 

through the midfield but unfortunately often lost the ball to the strong defence 

around the 23m line. Our other attempts to penetrate the circle to score were 

also mostly denied. Wynberg, on the other hand, had several shots at goals 

but were unable to score. 

 

The second half was characterised by the same type of play as the first. The 

following sequence of play was repeated many times. The SACS midfielders 

worked the ball up the field but were met with a solid defence outside the "D". 

Wynberg was quick on the counter attack and our defence, who let 

themselves be drawn up-field, scrambled to get back into position. This 

allowed Wynberg to score twice while we remained goalless. 

 

Even though we lost the boys played with good spirit and it was a nice way to 

end the season.  
 



 

 



U15A: 

In what was the last fixture of the season, a juicy SACS-Wynberg derby was 

waiting for everyone. After a traditional end-of-season Spur meal, the team 

were excited for the pushback and wanted to set the record straight after last 

term’s narrow defeat.  

 

The boys started, once again, on the front foot and created a couple of 

chances in the first few minutes through a well-worked pressing system. 

Unfortunately, we couldn’t convert these chances and conceded a tap-in 

goal through poor marking. This didn’t deter the team and they kept pushing, 

but the ball just wasn’t going in. A special mention must go to Matthew 

Thompson who made a brilliant penalty-flick save. Going into halftime at 2-0 

down, the boys didn’t drop their heads.  

 

The second half was similar to the first. A well-executed press created more 

chances but still couldn’t be converted. The boys were putting their bodies on 

the line and no-one was able to beat our centre-half, Josh Corbett, who 

stopped everyone that ran at him. There was even a 2-on-1 with the opposition 

GK towards the end but it just wasn’t our day.  

 

The scoreline ended 3-0 down and lessons were learnt. The boys put on a 

performance to be proud of and played some silky hockey. Finlay Frost has 

been an exceptional captain and player this year and his leadership ability 

grew with each game and was certainly noticeable. 

 

I look forward to seeing what next year holds for these players as every single 

one of them is a joy to watch. They have made themselves, and the school, 

proud. 

 

 



U14A: 

In the final match of the season, SACS U14A started well and kept the pressure 

on Wynberg, not letting them out of their half much in the 1st half. Any potential 

counter attacks by Wynberg were expertly shut down by Thomas 

Stewart and Nic la Grange. SACS moved the ball well around the field, 

continually probing the defence of Wynberg from all angles.  

 

Josh Opperman opened the scoring by picking up a loose ball in the area and 

deftly reverse sticking the ball past the keeper. Matt Lowe came off the bench 

and made an immediate impact running around the Wynberg defenders, one 

of these runs along the baseline finding Josh Opperman open in front of the 

keeper for an easy tap in. Michael Royden Turner added the third goal with a 

well-timed penalty corner routine between himself and Michael Cowen which 

ended the first half with SACS in control.  

 

The second half continued much the same with SACS giving Wynberg very 

little space to move the ball. Josh Opperman turned provider by 

finding Michael Royden Turner open near the circle who expertly cracked a 

backhand high and hard into the net. Wynberg did earn a penalty corner in 

the second half, but it was quickly smothered and cleared by Luke 

Salters and Nic la Grange. Another good ball transfer saw Royden Turner find 

talisman Rowan Davis open in the area who calmly hit it past the keeper.  

 

A scrappy penalty corner led to Dean Carrick picking up a loose ball and 

smashing a forehand shot through the keeper. SACS were then in free-flow 

mode with Matt Lowe again rounding the Wynberg defenders, this time to 

find Liam Haupt open on the penalty spot for an straight forward open goal 

slap.  

 

The match finished with SACS bombarding the Wynberg goal with shots and, 

on the final whistle, Josh Opperman deftly chipped the keeper to claim his 

hat-trick and to finish the match with SACS 8 – 0 up. A trademark result for the 

2019 SACS U14A team. 

 

U14B: 

The final match of the u14 B team season. A very exciting season it’s been, 

with many highlights and very few low points.  

 

Going into the last fixture, the boys wanted to finish off strongly. After a week 

of preparation, the boys wanted to set the first game of the day with a win. 

 

SACS had a slow start in the first half. The teams were struggling with build-up 

play, by not getting the ball from the links to the strikers. This created many 



double turnovers in the middle of the field which worked in Wynberg’s favour. 

Wynberg then managed to create chances off defensive mistakes made by 

SACS. Sebastian Devereux did well to keep the shots out of the goal.  

 

However, Wynberg were the first to score off a short corner. The Wynberg 

player placed the ball into the bottom right corner after taking a shot from top 

D. This was a big wake up call for SACS. SACS started to play better towards 

the end of the first half and created chances on goal. A short corner was then 

giving when a ball hit a Wynberg foot in the D. Abdul Aziz Thomson scored a 

straight hit into the goal to make the score even at the end of the first half. 

 

The second half was dominated by SACS. The boys started to connect well. 

This resulted in SACS creating many chances but, were undone by poor 

decision making in the D. Wynberg had very few chances in the second half. 

The chances were well managed by the defence of SACS. Half way through 

the second half, SACS scored a great team goal. Leseli Martel passed and 

moved through the lines to then pass the ball to Nathan Venter, Nathan 

Venter then gave a pass to Caelen Bright to slot the ball into the goals. SACS 

continued to display good hockey during the end stages of the second half. 

The game remained 2-1 up to SACS.  

 

The u14B team ended a great season off with a win.  

 

U14C: 

On Friday afternoon, the U14C team took on Wynberg Boys' High School at 

Wynberg. The opposition was well coordinated and clearly a very strong 

team. Our team came out pushing hard and although our strategy was in 

place and we were fast on our feet, Wynberg managed to see the ball 

through to the goals twice in the first half.  

 

In the second half, our team came out fighting. This half was fast paced which 

kept our team under quite a lot of pressure. We managed to keep possession 

of the ball up to the D, but unfortunately missed out on scoring a goal in each 

of these chances. Following this, Wynberg was successful in scoring two 

additional goals and the game ended with a 4-0 victory for Wynberg.  

 

Our boys finished on a positive note, regardless, as they all felt that they have 

enjoyed the season thoroughly and this loss certainly does not reflect what the 

team has learnt over the season and how their game has improved overall. 

Our boys can be very proud of themselves for an overall successful season.  

 

 



U14D: 

The U14D team played their final match away at Wynberg on Friday 

afternoon. The opening minutes saw Wynberg skilfully carry the ball past our 

players and into our D. Luke Suckling, keeper, managed to prevent this shot, 

but soon after Wynberg made another attempt and put points on the board, 

0-1. 

 

Strato Komninos cleared some shots very strongly up the field, but that didn’t 

hold Wynberg back for long and they were able to score another goal, 0-2. 

Our boys were able to get the ball through their line of defence and David te 

Roller scored for us to cheers of great excitement, 1-2. This was followed by 

Wynberg being awarded a penalty corner which they used to their 

advantage putting further points on the board for them, 1-3. Great teamwork 

by Brett James, David te Roller and Max Martin allowed us to come back 

slightly after a well-placed shot at goal, 2-3. However, Wynberg continued 

their pressure and successfully scored a further two goals in the first half leading 

to a score of 2-4 at the whistle. 

  

After half time, Wynberg quickly got the ball down the field and into our D, 

scoring another, 2-5. Our team played a largely defensive game, with 

Wynberg setting up a strong barrier in the middle of the field and providing a 

continuous attack. We were unable to defend one further goal and the 

match ended with us going down to Wynberg, 2-6. The team kept their heads 

up but were disappointed to end their season on such a note. I am proud of 

each boy’s growth in confidence this season and the way in which they learnt 

to work better as a team. I look forward to following their progress in the 

coming seasons. 

 

 



  

  

  

 



 

 
To the Matrics… 

 
THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU HAVE DONE FOR SACS HOCKEY! 

 
Don’t forget to visit. 

 


